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Partnership Working

Coastal Management Shared 

Service for 5 Local 

Authorities

Vision

“To manage coastlines, improve community resilience and enhance the 

natural environment.”



Wider Objectives……..



Timeline of events – Southern Perspective

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Coastal Partners Lead River Hamble to 
Portchester FCERM Strategy
Gosport and Fareham Coast
Identifies Landfill sites at risk 

Natural England fund 80k Intrusive 
investigation to provide evidence for
Key former landfill sites in Fareham 

SCOPAC Landfills Study 
examines wider regional issue
(RFCC + LGA SIG funded)

Southampton 
University NERC 
funded research into 
Coastal Landfill 

SRFCC 
Chair raises 
matter with 
RFCC 
chairs, 
Defra & EA

SMP 
delivered in 
2010. 
Recommends 
Hold The Line

SRFCC Fund study 
at Broadmarsh 
former landfill site 
(Havant)

LGA Coastal SIG Landfill 
Working Group 

Coastal Group 
Network 
Landfill Call to 
Arms

Incrementally growing public, political and media interest

QMUL PHD – James Brand
Risk of Pollution from 
Coastal Landfill

Radio 4 + 
Channel 
4 Media 
Coverage

Defra 
Discussions

National RFCC Workshop

CGN / SIG 
Questionnaire

Bids SRFCC for landfill 
protection scheme 
design (Fareham)

NERC 
Legacy 
Waste 
Research



• 1920’s Controlled tipping introduced – co-
disposal of industrial and domestic waste on 
“dilute and disperse” landfills.

• Before the 1st World War most domestic 

waste was burnt or recycled

• Saltmarsh seen as waste land, or harboring 

disease and so needed “improvement” by 

tipping waste with a thin layer of topsoil to 

provide public open space 

• During World War II bomb damage was 

added to tips

Context

A little history



Some Key Challenges

• A national issue – circa 1200- 1400 sites at risk from flooding and erosion

• Sites often inherited by LA’s and contents often unknown. Therefore, risk of impacts not fully 

understood (i.e. pollution potential /contamination) 

• Failing defences and limited / no maintenance budgets for LA’s

• FCERM funding challenges (policy and where it sits – overlap DLUHC + DEFRA)

• Enforcement. Environmental Legislation. Levels of harm?

• Risk of environmental disaster and human health impacts



Project funded by Southern + Wessex Regional Flood & Coastal Committee Levy Funded by local levy, Local Government Association Coastal Special Interest Group & SCOPAC

University of Southampton shared information about a complementary NERC funded study concerning the practicality of moving or defending landfill sites

SCOPAC Coastal Landfills Study – 2016 to 2018



SCOPAC Coastal Landfills Study – 2016 to 2018

https://southerncoastalgroup

-scopac.org.uk/scopac-

research/scopac-landfills-

study/

• Scopac region 144 sites 
(72km of shorline)

• 75% Hold The Line SMP 
Policy

• ~ £150 – 200 million to 
protect vs £1billion to remove

• Unclear liability

• No clear funding solution

https://southerncoastalgroup-scopac.org.uk/scopac-research/scopac-landfills-study/
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Aim: Create a collaborative partnership between the members of the Group 
to understand the challenge presented by the Coastal Landfill theme, share 

best practice and take action.

The Vision will be achieved through the following objectives:

1. Agree a common understanding of the challenge of coastal landfill – Policy, regulation, 
legalities

2. Share previous research, current best practice and raise awareness of the issues and risks 
related to coastal landfill 

3. Take action and promote positive change with respect to; local / national projects, national 
policy and funding. Develop consistent messaging.

4. To report back to relevant groups via the Coastal Group Network and LGA Coastal SIG

Landfill Call to Arms / LGA SIG - 2021



The Current National Picture

• 25 year Environment Plan

• Defra FCERM Policy Statement

• National FCERM Strategy

• Environmental Net Gain targets

Despite the best intentions of the above – still 

no funding solution for this collective problem

Coastal Group Network Call to Arms

LGA Coastal SIG Landfill Working Group

Coastal Communities All Party Parliamentary 
Group – SIG secretariat

National RFCC interest – Strong support & 
Leadership from Southern

Building political & media interest

University led research – ongoing with more in 
development

Significant issues on the horizon without funds 
(£200 million in Southern Region alone)
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LGA SIG / CGN Questionnaire

• A chance to qualify understanding of the issues from a LA perspective

• Evidence to support SIG + CGN position statement 

• Evidence to support Defra 

• Evidence to support going to APPG in 2023

• Focus attention and generate response/ action 

• Reporting outputs and press release 
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LGA SIG / CGN Questionnaire - Overview

• 26 Local Authorities responded to the questionnaire out of 

57 LGA Coastal SIG members

• 18 out of the 26 responders worked as coastal managers

• 195 coastal landfill sites were identified as being at risk of 

tidal flooding and/or erosion (although likely to be higher)

• Over half of the responses identified that there had been 

either observed erosion or flood events at the coastal 

landfill sites in their area

• Range of both defended and undefended sites (50/50)
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Policy & Defence Measures

• Range of asset conditions fronting defences

• Range of residual lives from failed, less than 1 

year to more than 20 – so a mixed national 

picture

• Mixed range of policy's from HTL to NAI with 

majority of sites recognised as at risk via an 

FCERM strategy or study

• Incredibly broad range of recognised 

responsibility or ownership.
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Location & Land Use

75% of the coastal landfill 

sites identified are adjacent to 

at least one environmentally 

designated feature
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Location & Land Use

• Largely open space for recreational usage, some developed, 

some for wildlife and the rest industry or military
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Plans & Information

• Despite limited site information nearly half 

of those that responded that there were 

plans to try and undertake works (subject 

to funds being made available)

• Only 14% said they had adequate budgets 

to monitor defences in front of landfill 

(where they exist)

• 8 responders indicated it would cost 

>£30million to build defences at each site 

in their region.
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Funding 
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Barriers / Challenges to Delivering Solutions 
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Concerns & Risks 
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Solutions for managing coastal landfill 



What needs to change?

• Immediate funding for protection of coastal landfill most at risk now: 
the nation can't wait another 3-5 years for funding solution if we want 
to avoid environmental catastrophe 

• Nationally consistent policy and prioritisation exercise to follow

• Identify win/win scenarios on these sites – regeneration, public realm, 
open space, improve the natural environment, reduce impacts on 
water quality and designated habitats, reduce flood and erosion risk 
to communities

• Continue to raise the profile of the issues in a balanced way

• Work across organisations to recognise the collective responsibility

• Understand longer terms solutions – New flood defences and erosion 
protection now buys another 50 years. 



Next Steps

• Continue to work with Defra to understand progress on policy / research / 

funding

• Develop position statement on Coastal Landfill

• Understand process to take paper / 

findings / outcomes / challenges to APPG 

in 2023

• Continue to lobby & raise the profile of 

this national issue to prevent 

environmental catastrophe



Thank you for listening


